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Canvas printing is our best-selling product and it’s clear to see why. Blue Sky Printing have over 20
years experience in hand stretching photo canvas and we have learnt a lot in that time.

As standard we use FSC approved solid pine frames with a premium thickness of 38mm. All our 
canvas photo prints are professionally stretched inhouse by our incredible team. We like to treat 
every order as if it was going up in our own home. 

Looking for large canvas prints or panoramic canvas prints? We can make your order to measure so 
whatever size you need, we can help.

Size Standard Premium

12x10in £28 £34

12x12in £30 £38

12x16in £34 £44

16x16in £40 £50

16x20in £48 £60

16x24in £55 £67

20x30in £70 £85

12x36in £70 £85

24x36in £95 £115

30x40in £120 £140

40x40in £135 £155

60x20in £140 £170

40x50in £160 £190

60x40in £200 £240

72x48in £270 n/a

Canvas 
Prints
Ready in 1 Hour

Colour Balanced

FSC Pine Frame

Fade Proof Print

Hand Stretched

Custom Sizes Available



ChromaLuxe® aluminium printing has to be seen to be believed. Glossy blacks, deep-rich colour 
vibrancy and a sleek modern feel is why aluminium photo prints have become so popular.  We use 
a dye-sublimation process which results in a 1.14mm thick aluminium photo panel that is fitted with 
a sleek hidden subframe for easy hanging.

When it comes to printing on aluminium sheets we guarantee that our prints won’t fade in sunlight 
for at least 80 years.

Size Price

30x30cm £70

30x40cm (A3) £75

40x40cm £95

40x50cm £100

40x60cm (A2) £115

60x60cm £155

50x75cm £170

60x80cm (A1) £190

Aluminium Prints
Ready within 24 Hours

Colour Balanced

Fade Proof Print

Easy to Clean

High Definition Print



The perfect upgrade to any interior space, ChromaLuxe Wall Tiles allow you to create creative 
photo arrangements without damaging walls. Beautifully finished gloss white wood tiles provide an 
exceptional image, while the repositionable mounting blocks allow you to display, rearrange and 
add photos as you choose.  Available in square and hexagon shapes:
203×203mm – Square
203×233mm – Hexagon

Quantity Price

1 £30

3 £75

4 £95

5 £115

6+ +£20

Wall Tiles
Ready within 24 Hours

Colour Balanced

Fade Proof Print

High Definition Print



6x4in 7x5in 8x6in

1-9 Prints 75p each £1 each £2.00 each

10-49 Prints 45p each 75p each £1.50 each

50-99 Prints 30p each 55p each £1.00 each

100+ Prints 25p each 40p each 75p each

Oyster/Gloss Economy Hahnemühle

8x10in £6 n/a £8.50

A4 £8 n/a £9.85

12x10in £10 n/a £12

12x16in/A3 £14 n/a £19.60

16x20in £20 £12 £28.40

16x24in/A2 £24 £15 £35

20x30in £35 £22 £49.20

24x36in/A1 £40 £25 £60

30x40in £50 £30 £70

40x50in/A0 £62 £38 £87.50

40x60in £80 £48 £110

Photo Prints

Larger Photos 

Ready within 1 Hour

Ready from 1 Hour
Get your images noticed with large photo prints. Using Photoshop technology we can achieve 
large picture printing to boost the size of your photos so you can display your favorite snaps.

Photos from phones or camera can be expanded to very large sizes. However, issues start to occur 
when a photo has been sent via WhatsApp, Facebook or a screenshot etc. We can work with these 
formats if needed but it is best to try and get the original photo. This can be emailed from the 
device at full resolution.



C41 24 Exp 36 Exp

Dev Only £6.00 £7.00

Dev + 
High Res Scan

£10.00 £12.00

Dev + 
Low Res Scan

£8.00 £10.00

+ Set of 6x4 +£4.00 +£5.00

+ Set of 7x5 +£6.50 +£7.00

B+W 

Dev Only £14.00

Dev + 
High Res Scan

£18.00

Dev + 
Low Res Scan

£16.00

+ Set of 6x4 +£5.00

+ Set of 7x5 +£7.00

35mm Film  
Processing
Ready from 1 Hour

C41 Colour Negative Black and White Negative

A recent addition to our line of services.  35mm film has made a massive resurgence in recent years 
and now at Blue Sky Printing we have decided to offer our customers in house film processing, 
scanning and printing.  We have invested heavily in the best equipment available to process and 
scan your film.  We offer 35mm C41 and Black and White film processing on a same day service in 
Chelmsford and a next day service in Colchester.



A slightly textured, off white base and absolutely sumptuous fine art paper which is pH neutral and 
has a high colour gamut volume with low colour error. A wonderfully subtle texture, ideal galleries, 
museums and photographers who intend to create fine print in colour with a high degree of detail 
and pronounce texture.

A 100% cotton rag paper with an enhanced whiter 310gsm base. This acid-free, smooth matt paper 
upholds the appearance of high-key detail and colours to an exceptional standard. It has a high 
colour gamut volume and excellent ability to return a smooth gradation of skin tones or highly 
detailed information. 

Photo Rag® is the most popular paper chosen by photographers to create high quality fine art 
prints. The fine, smooth surface and feel of Photo Rag® make this paper very versatile and it is ideal 
for printing both black and white and colour photographs and art reproductions with impressive 
pictorial depth.

A white, 100% alfa-cellulose paper. The mould-made etching paper features a distinct textured 
surface. German Etching meets the highest industry standards regarding density, colour gamut, 
and image sharpness while preserving the special touch and feel of genuine art paper.

A bright white base with a subtle texture and a smooth silky feel that produces a elegant pearl/
gloss finish. Deep blacks couple together with incredible reproduction in colour and detail once 
printed. Like all our Hahnemühle giclée prints, the acid and lignin free properties ensure that this 
paper is truly archival. Both colour and black and whites will be suited to this paper.

Giclée Printing
PermaJet Museum Heritage 310gsm

PermaJet Omega 310gsm

Hahnemühle Photo Rag® 308gsm

Hahnemühle German Etching 310gsm 

Hahnemühle Pearl 285gsm

Ready from 1 Hour



PermaJet
Museum/Omega

Hahnemühle
FineArt

Hahnemühle
Natural Line

8x10in £8.00 £8.50 £9.50

A4 £9.50 £9.85 £10.75

12x10in £12 £12 £12.65

12x16in/A3 £16 £19.60 £20.25

16x20in £24 £28.40 £30.35

16x24in/A2 £30 £35 £37.95

20x30in £42 £49.20 £55.20

24x36in/A1 £50 £60 £63.25

30x40in £60 £70 £75.90

40x50in/A0 £75 £87.50 £95.90

40x60in £90 £110 £115

FineArt Baryta is a paper that sets the benchmark for high colour depth, large colour gamut and 
image definition. There is a clearly visible, exquisite felt texture to the paper. This paper gives the 
“wow” factor particularly to black and white prints with extremely high density and finest grey 
tones. 

Made from 90% bamboo fibres it has a natural look. The natural white, warm-toned bamboo paper 
does not contain OBA (optical brighteners), and has a lightly textured felt structure. The matt 
premium inkjet coating delivers excellent printing results with defined reproduction of colour and 
detail, particularly for warm hues and monochrome prints.

Hahnemühle Agave is the first fine art paper to utilise the Agave plant fibres. 70% of this unique, 
environmentally friendly FineArt inkjet paper is made from sisal fibres. The base material stands out 
with its bright white natural tone and does not contain OBAs. The rough, yet delicately defined 
surface texture gives the subject a sense of depth and impresses with a pleasant, soft feel.

Hahnemühle FineArt Baryta 325gsm

Hahnemühle Bamboo 290gsm - Natural Line

Hahnemühle Agave 290gsm - Natural Line



Here at Blue Sky Printing, we are able to print t-shirts for all occasions including workwear, stag dos, 
hen dos, and charity events.

Quantity of 
Garments

Price 
from*

1-9 £14.99

10-19 £12

20-30 £10

30+ Ask for 
details

T-Shirt Printing
Ready from 1 Hour

We will always advise you what the best method of 
printing your t-shirt is. There is a choice of:

Direct to Garment (DTG) - Garment is inserted into the 
machine which has a printer head capable of printing 
durable, eco friendly ink onto the fabric. The result is a 
soft print which has no plasticky transfer. Best for White 
Cotton. (Image below shows a DTG print)

Print Cut - for diverse application possibilties. Vivid 
colours printed onto vinyl and then applied to the 
garment. Best for Dark Coloured garments. Cotton or 
Polyester.

Vinyl lettering - Vivid solid coloured vinyl is precisley 
cut out. Great for Football tshirts.

*Price for 1 transfer excl garment.
Price my vary depending on design.



Price

Mug £12

Keyring £6

Fridge Magnet £6

Jigsaw A4 £16

Jigsaw A3 £22

Jigsaw 500pcs £30

Jigsaw 1000pcs £40

Mousemat £12

Coaster (1) £6

Coasters (Set of 4) £20

Placemat (1) £12

Placemats (Set of 4) £40

Acrylic Block 6x4in £30

Acrylic Block 6x8in £40

Chopping Board A3 £30

Slate 20x20cm £25

Slate 20x30cm £30

Slate 30x30cm £40

Cushion Single Sided £25

Cushion Double Sided £30

Premium Cushion 22x22in £50

Premium Cushion 28x28in £65

Snow Globe £12

Snow Block £15

Photo Gifts
Ready from 1 Hour



Passport Photos

Visit Us In Store...

Order Online...

Email Us...

Ready in 3 Minutes

VHS to DVD Transfer
Ready from 3 days

Chelmsford

www.blueskyprinting.co.uk

info@blueskyprinting.co.uk

01245 690392 01206 370340

Colchester
UNIT 6, THE MEADOWS,
CHELMSFORD,
ESSEX,
CM2 6FD

33 SIR ISAACS WALK,
COLCHESTER,
ESSEX,
CO1 1JJ

Blue Sky Printing offer passport photo printing 
which is guaranteed to be accepted without 
issues, providing you peace of mind that you 
won’t miss your next holiday.

- Guaranteed to be accepted
- Professionally taken using high end camera
- Digital Code available if applying online
- Suitable for all ID formats, Passports, Visas, 
Driving Licences, Blue Badge, International ID

Convert all your old VHS to DVD in store.
Your order is treated with the greatest care 
and is never posted off to a third party. All 
work is carried out onsite and to the highest 
professional standard.

Formats include VHS, VHS-C, Mini DV, Hi 8, 
cine film, audio tapes, and more.


